
How to Use 
Environmental 
Summary Task

1. Log in, select Environmental Summary 
task and zoom to area of interest

2. Filter out species that are conservation 
status of interest

3. Draw polygon with one mile buffer 
around area of interest

4. Download report or review results on 
screen

5. How to interpret report
6. Suggestions for addressing species and 

habitats
7. Additional Information

Montana Natural Heritage Program
http://mtnhp.org

Map Viewer Website
http://mtnhp.org/mapviewer

Username = 

Email =
*With your Username and account Email, you can reset 
your password at anytime.

http://mtnhp.org/
http://mtnhp.org/mapviewer


Step 1:
Zoom to Area of Interest

Option 1:
Use Search for Location tool at bottom 
left to zoom to a particular Public Land 
Survey Section, group of Sections, 
named feature, water body, 
quadrangle, or map coordinates

Option 2:
Click on the magnifying glass         on 
upper dark green menu bar above 
the map and then draw a box around 
the area of interest 

Hint:
Under the Map Layers tool near the bottom left, turn on 
base maps such as air photos or topographic map 
imagery and overlay maps such as Township, Range, & 
Section lines, roads, or streams that will allow you to 
visualize the area of interest.

Option 3:
If you have a mouse wheel hold the 
cursor over the area of interest and 
role the wheel forward or backward 
to zoom in or out



Step 2:
Filter out Species that are 

Conservation Status of Interest 
Recommendation
For most standard environmental reviews in 
Montana, we recommend using the Species 
Status filter on the left to filter out Montana 
Status = Species of Concern, Special Status, 
Important Animal Habitat, and Potential SOC 
(this is only for plants) as shown in the image to 
the left.  However, you could filter out species 
that are of a particular status for a variety of 
federal and state agencies in order to conduct 
environmental reviews that need to meet 
specific agency or other requirements.



Step 3:
Draw a polygon with a one mile 

buffer around the area of interest 
For most standard environmental reviews in 
Montana involving smaller projects, we 
recommend using a minimum of a one mile buffer 
in order to pick up species that might be in the 
surrounding area.  For example, if a cell phone 
tower was being considered within a particular 
public land survey section, buffer that section to 
include all of the surrounding sections.  Use the 
tools on left menu (see images to right)to digitize 
vertices      , freehand draw      , import polygons 
from Shape, KMZ, or KML files, save a polygon to 
My Areas of Interest for future use, or to remove 
a polygon       .  Once you draw, import, or upload 
a previously saved polygon, you will see a set of 
hexagons (each 1 square mile in area) that the 
data summaries in the report will be based on.



Step 4:
Download report or review results on screen

Download Report
Under the Charts and Data bar at the 
bottom of the map screen, you will see a 
Download Report link which will take you 
to download options (see below).  We 
recommend filling in a custom prefix for 
file names and checking boxes for all 
supplemental materials.

Review Results on Screen
Under the Charts and Data bar at the 
bottom of the map screen, you can open 
up folders to review the results for various 
portions of the Environmental Summary 
Report online.  Use links at top to Detailed 
Species Occurrences and Detailed Point 
Observations or under individual species or 
land cover types for more information.



Step 5: How to Interpret Report
Recommendation
Carefully read the explanatory materials in the introduction and appendices of the 
downloadable report for interpretation of results.  Pay special attention to Data Use 
Terms and Conditions, bolded report limitations, and Suggested Contacts for Natural 
Resource Agencies, and links to additional information resources such as metadata for 
Montana GIS data layers.  We recommend you read this material at least once a year.

Still Have Questions?
Contact

Bryce Maxell
(406) 444-3989

bmaxell@mt.gov



Step 6:
1. Use the number of species occurrences (# SO), number of observations (# Obs), range, 

model output, and percent of common and occasional habitat in the report area to 
determine the known occupancy or likelihood of occupancy of individual species and need 
for mitigation actions to protect individual species from project activities.  
a. Species of Concern that have Species Occurrence polygons meeting the listed delineation 

criteria should be considered present and the user is encouraged to address why 
mitigation activities are, or are not, required based on the biology of the species. Use 
structured survey information to determine if surveys are needed.

b. Other observed species and other potential species should be examined for the percent 
of common or occasional habitat in the report area and, where available, predictive 
distribution model output.  Species with a large amount of contiguous common or 
occasional habitat and  low, moderate, or optimal habitat suitability in the report area 
should be addressed as to why mitigation activities are, or are not, required based on the 
biology of the species.  Use structured survey information to determine if surveys are 
needed.

Suggestions for Addressing Documented and  Potential Species

Suggestions for Addressing Wetland and Terrestrial Habitats
2. Wetland and riparian habitats support a disproportionate amount of biodiversity.  Project 

activities affecting wetland and riparian habitats should therefore be addressed as to why 
mitigation activities are, or are not, required.

3. Natural ecological systems in the land cover layer for the report area that are regionally 
uncommon should be addressed as to why mitigation activities are, or are not, required. 



Step 7: Other Information
If, after your initial review of the Environmental Summary report, you find 
that you need additional information you can start with the following:

Other Map Viewer Tasks
http://mtnhp.org/mapviewer

Montana Field Guide
http://fieldguide.mt.gov

• Use Resources in Appendices of 
Environmental Summary Report

• Contact the appropriate agencies 
with additional questions early in 
the process.

• Use the Additional Species filter 
to include species of local interest 
that do not meet the selected Species 
Status filters such as species that 
received comments in initial drafts of 
Environmental Reviews.  If the 
additional species selected are within 
the range polygons delineated for 
species as shown on the Montana 
Field Guide or if there is observation 
or species occurrence data present, 
the additional species will be included
in the Environmental Summary report.

http://mtnhp.org/mapviewer
http://fieldguide.mt.gov/
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